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KUWAIT: Diyar United Company, a Kuwait-head-
quartered Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) specialist, has been ranked the
‘Fifth Top Most Competent Microsoft Partner’ world-
wide by independent market research group,
Redmond Channel Partner, for the year 2015. Diyar
is the only Kuwaiti company from the Middle East
region to feature in this ranking, outpacing major
multinational organizations from United States,
Europe and Japan. The ranking is based on Diyar’s
outstanding delivery of Microsoft solutions and its
customer-care focus

Bashar Atout, CEO, Diyar United Company said:
“We are honored by this recognition from Microsoft
and Redmond Channel Partner, and we view this as

testament to the vibrant business opportunity that
Kuwait and the broader region presents. We have
successfully represented Microsoft in iconic proj-
ects, working with customers to transform their
businesses and meet the changing business and
technology landscape.”

Charles Nahas, Microsoft Kuwait General
Manager, said: “In today’s fast moving business and
technology environment, in mobile first cloud first
world, Microsoft strategy has been to work with
partners who can maximize for our customers sig-
nificant benefits from cloud-based services and
solutions. Microsoft stands apart as a technology
partner of choice for organizations undergoing dig-
ital transformation, and our presence and depth in

Kuwait is greatly enhanced by partners such as
Diyar United Company providing our suite of solu-
tion to the market. We congratulate Diyar United
Company on this well-deserved recognition, and
look forward to transforming the business and ICT
sector in Kuwait in close association with them.”

Khaleel Al Failakawi, Vice president for major
projects, said “Diyar United Company is committed
to provide professional and technically advanced
services to its customers by employing top qualified
professionals in the countries it operates. Diyar has
made substantial investments in order to deliver
top-notch international quality solutions and serv-
ices through resources that are resident in the
region. Moreover, Diyar is committed to develop

the national resources in the GCC region and is
proud to be among the ICT leaders in this field
employing more than 70 National resources in
Kuwait and in the GCC region. We provide National
resources with top quality training and friendly
work environment to develop their skills and enable
them to contribute in building the Smart Digital Era
in the GCC region.”

Diyar United’s competencies have been built
over engagement with multiple customers across
sectors and sizes, and their Microsoft offering has
proven popular across their customer-base. The
firm will continue to build its product portfolio and
improve its capabilities in Microsoft innovation, set-
ting it firmly ahead of regional peers.

Microsoft partner, Diyar United Company, ranked first in Region 

BEIJING: A robot carries a cup to a journalist (R) during the World Robot Conference in Beijing yesterday. The World Robot Conference is being
held in Beijing from November 23 to 25. — AFP 

SAN FRANCISCO: When users ask Siri, Apple’s dig-
ital assistant, what she likes to drink, she is quick
with an answer. “I have a thirst for knowledge,” she
responds.  Her counterpart at Microsoft, Cortana,
opts for a very, very dry martini.

But M, the digital assistant Facebook is testing,
deflects the question. “I don’t have an opinion
about that. What’s your favorite drink?” As the tech
giants race to build ever better artificial intelli-
gence platforms, they are obsessing over the
nuances of their digital assistants’ personalities.

For users, digital assistants are a gateway to
powerful artificial intelligence tools developers
expect to influence major decisions about what
to buy and how to spend time.  The more tech
companies can get users to rely on their digital
assistants, the more valuable data they will accu-
mulate about the spending habits, interests and
preferences of users.  The information could be
fodder for lucrative digital advertising or a lever
for companies to keep users locked into their
ecosystems.

But companies are split on the best way to
forge deep connections with users. Siri and
Cortana are waging charm offensives, both
quick to crack a joke or tell a story. Their elabo-
rate personas are meant to keep users coming
back.  Facebook has built M with no gender, per-
sonality or voice.  The design bears some resem-
blance to Google’s similarly impersonal assistant.

While catchy one-liners generate buzz, a digi-
tal assistant with personality risks alienating
users or, the companies say, misleading them
about the software’s true purpose: carrying out
simple tasks, much like a real-life assistant.
Facebook’s no-nonsense assistant focuses on
handling chores such as ordering flowers or
making restaurant reservations.  “We wanted M
to be really open and able to do anything - a
really white piece of paper - and see how people
use it,” Alex Lebrun, a Facebook executive who
oversees the AI team for M, said in an interview
with Reuters.

Digital assistants
For tech companies, the stakes are high, said

Matt McIlwain, managing director of Madrona
Venture Group, since digital assistants can guide
users to their own products and those of their
advertisers and partners - and away from those
of competitors. Google’s digital assistant, for
example, uses the company’s search engine to
fulfill user requests for information rather than
Yahoo or Microsoft’s Bing.

“That trusted assistant could function as my
agent for all kinds of transactions and activities,”
McIlwain said.  Research from the late Stanford
professor Clifford Nass, an expert on human-
computer interaction, shows that users can
become deeply invested in AI that seems
human, though they are also more disappointed
when the systems come up short, raising the
stakes for companies that make the attempt.
And what charms one user can annoy another -
a danger that Facebook and Google have largely
sidestepped.

Nevertheless, the Siri team concluded that
personality was indispensable, said Gary
Morgenthaler, an investor in Siri, the startup that
created the eponymous assistant and was later
acquired by Apple.

“If you are emulating a human being,” he said,
“then you are halfway into a human type of
interaction.” Google has decided it doesn’t want
to take personality further without having a bet-
ter handle on human emotion.  “It’s very, very
hard to have a computer be portrayed as a
human,” said Tamar Yehoshua, vice president of
mobile search.  The Google app, making use of
predictive technology known as Google Now,
responds to questions in a female voice but has
few other gendered touches and little personali-
ty.  The Google app does reflect its creator’s spirit
of curiosity, however, by sharing fun facts,
Yehoshua said.  Facebook has a team of human
“trainers” behind M, who answer some requests
that are beyond the capabilities of its artificial
intelligence. The company hopes to gather data
on users’ most frequent requests in order to
improve M so it can handle them in the future.

That data is limited, however, as M is so far
available only to 10,000 people in the San
Francisco Bay area.  Despite M’s design, users fre-
quently ask to hear jokes, a request the assistant
obliges. Humans tend to anthropomorphize tech-
nology, academics say, often looking for a person-
ality or connection even when tech companies
intentionally have veered away from such things.

Artificial intelligence
“When you give people this open mic, they

will ask anything,” said Babak Hodjat, co-founder
of AI company Sentient Technologies.

Siri’s personality did not change much after
Apple acquired the startup in 2010, though she
switched from responding in text to speech at
the insistence of the late Apple co-founder Steve
Jobs, said Adam Cheyer, a co-founder of Siri who
is now a vice president at another AI company,
Viv Labs.  “He was right on that call,” Cheyer said.
“The voice is something that people really con-
nect with.” Microsoft interviewed real-life per-
sonal assistants to help shape Cortana’s person-

ality, said Jonathan Foster, Cortana’s editorial
manager. The assistant’s tone is professional, but
she has her whims.

She loves anything science-fiction or math-
related - her favorite TV show is “Star Trek” - and
jicama is her favorite food because she likes the
way it sounds.  Such attention to detail is critical
because humans are very particular when it
comes to artificial intelligence, said Henry
Lieberman, a visiting scientist at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology who stud-
ies human-computer interaction.  Companies
must be mindful, he said, not to venture into
what researchers call  the “uncanny valley,” the
point at which an artificial intelligence tool falls
just short of seeming human.  Users become fix-
ated on the small discrepancies, he said.  “It
becomes creepy or bizarre, like a monster in a
movie that has vaguely human features,”
Lieberman said.  iDAvatars CEO Norrie J. Daroga
said he walked a fine line in creating Sophie, a
medical avatar that assesses patients’ pain.  He
gave Sophie a British accent for the U.S. audi-
ence, finding users are more critical of assistants
that speak like they do.  And she has flaws built
in because humans distrust perfection, said
Daroga, whose avatar uses technology from
IBM’s Watson artificial intelligence platform.

Some academics say Siri’s personality has
been her greatest success: After her release in
2011, users raced to find all her quips. But some
of her retorts have caused headaches for Apple.
When asked what to do with a dead body, Siri
used to offer joking suggestions such as swamps
or reservoirs-an exchange that surfaced in a 2014
murder trial in Florida.  She is more evasive when
asked the question today. “I used to know the
answer to this�” she says. Even in that response,
Morgenthaler sees traces of the true Siri.

“It’s a little bit of a protest against the corpo-
ratization,” he said. “I don’t forget, but I’ve been
made to forget.” — Reuters

Tech giants divided 

over digital assistants

Sassy woman or machine? 

PENAS BLANCAS: As summer began to bake
the central Cuban city of Sancti Spiritus, Elio
Alvarez and Lideisy Hernandez sold their tiny
apartment and everything in it for $5,000 and
joined the largest migration from their home-
land in decades.

Buying two smartphones for $160 apiece on
a layover on their way to Ecuador, they plugged
themselves into a highly organized, well-funded
and increasingly successful homebrewed effort
to make human traffickers obsolete by using
smartphones and messaging apps on much of
the 3,400-mile (5,500-kilometer) overland jour-
ney that’s become Cubans’ main route to the US.

Some 45,000 Cubans are expected to move
by bus, boat, taxi and on foot from Ecuador and
other South and Central American countries to
the Texas and California borders this year, afraid
that the normalization of relations between the
US and Cuba will mean an imminent end to spe-
cial immigration privileges that date to the open-
ing of the Cold War. With thousands more taking
rafts across the Florida Straits, 2015 may witness
the biggest outflow of Cubans since the 1980
Mariel boatlift that hauled 125,000 people across
the Florida Straits. The overland exodus has
caused a border crisis in Central America, set off
tensions in the newly friendly US-Cuban relation-
ship and sparked rising calls in the US to end
Cubans’ automatic right to legal residency once
they touch US soil.

At the heart of it all is Cubans’ ability to cross
some of the world’s most dangerous territory rel-
atively unscathed by the corrupt border guards,
criminal gangs and human traffickers known as
coyotes who make life hell for so many other
Latin American migrants. Key to that ability is the
constant flow of information between migrants
starting the journey and those who have just
completed it. “Those who’ve arrived have gotten
in touch with their acquaintances, their friends,
and tell them how the route is. That means that
no one needs a coyote,” said Hernandez, a 32-
year-old psychologist. “You go making friends
along the way. I myself have 70, 80-something
friends on Facebook who’ve already gotten to
the United States.”

Federal data
Cuban migrants start with an advantage oth-

ers can only dream of: Many countries along the
route grant Cubans free passage because their
government does not respond to most requests
for information about illegal migrants that would
allow them to be deported. And many Cubans
who run out of money along the way have access
to hundreds or thousands of dollars in backup
funds sent by relatives who belong to one of the
United States’ most prosperous immigrant groups.

Once they reach the US border, they can just
show up at an established US port of entry and
declare their nationality, avoiding the dangerous
desert crossings that confront many migrants
who try to avoid US Border Patrol. Federal data
shows 45,000 Cubans appeared at US land bor-
der points in the 12 months ending Sept. 20, and
at least as many are expected in the coming year.

But along the way, Cubans still must navigate
jungles, rivers, at least seven international bor-
ders and countries in the grip of gangs responsi-
ble for some of the world’s highest homicide
rates. Asked their secret, Cubans interviewed in
shelters along Costa Rica’s northern border with
Nicaragua almost universally pointed to cheap
smartphones, data plans and Facebook.

“We’re completely, always, alert to our
phones,” Alvarez said, gesturing to his Samsung
Galaxy S3 Mini outside a border statin in north-
ern Costa Rica, where he and some 2,000 other
Cuban migrants were stuck waiting for resolu-
tion of a regional conflict set off by Nicaragua’s
closure of the crossing. “This is our best friend,
the phone. It’s always on, always ready.”

The metallic “zing!” of a new message arriving
in the Facebook Messenger app has become the
soundtrack to this year’s historic migration as
Cubans consult friends further along the route
for tips on bus routes, border closures, even how
much to bribe the notoriously corrupt
Colombian  police. “They tell you when you can
get money, at what moment you can arrive
somewhere, what hotel to go to,” said Annieli de
los Reyes, pharmacist from the eastern city of
Camaguey. “In all of those things, you run less
risk and go with more security and peace of
mind.” While many move across large swathes of
territory independent of coyotes, others still
depend on traffickers, most commonly when
they need to get across complicated borders.

On Nov. 10, a US-backed Costa Rican task
force on human trafficking arrested 12 people
suspected of helping run an international ring
that charged Cubans between $7,000 and
$15,000 to be smuggled from South America to
the US border, or $400 to be moved safely across
Costa Rica. Alongside the anti-trafficking opera-
tion, Costa Rica began holding Cubans in the
town of Paso Canoas on the Panamanian border.
Their numbers grew to around 1,600 until Costa
Rica announced on Nov. 13 that it would allow
them to transit the country to Nicaragua.
Complaining that it wasn’t consulted, Nicaragua
dispatched soldiers to the border to block the
Cubans’ passage, setting off minor clashes at the
Penas Blancas crossing on Nov. 15.

Emergency meeting
The dispute has left some 2,000 Cubans

stranded in shelters in Guanacaste province on
the Nicaraguan border, with dozens more arriv-
ing daily. The local sales office for telecommuni-
cations company Movistar has increased the
number of sales vans along the border from two
to seven, most stationed permanently outside
the Cubans’ temporary encampments in schools
and churches, selling 2-for-1 $3-per-megabyte
data packages to a steady stream of Cuban
migrants. Central America governments have
called an emergency meeting on the crisis in El
Salvador on Tuesday. Nicaragua, a close socialist
ally of Cuba, has not publicly responded to a
Costa Rican proposal to create a “humanitarian
corridor” for Cubans to move unhindered toward
the US. —AP

Social media helps drive 

historic Cuban exodus to US

ORONO: Builders of everything from cruise
ships and ports to oil rigs offshore wind tur-
bines are tasked with the same question - will
their work will be strong enough to stand up
to the sea? A miniature indoor ocean at the
University of Maine could make for a lot less
guessing. The school’s Advanced Structures
and Composites Center is ready to unveil a
$13.8 million expansion that director Habib
Dagher said will simulate a stormy ocean to
help innovators find out if their creations can
withstand the sea’s fury.

The indoor facility, six years in the making,
will be able to simulate waves over 100 feet
tall and winds of more than 200 mph on scale
models to test products, Dagher said. The uni-
versity will unveil the facility, the centerpiece
of which is a 100-foot pool that uses 32 fans
and 16 paddles to generate wind and waves,
at a Monday ceremony.

“It’s really advancing society by better
understanding the ocean - the way things sur-
vive in the ocean,” Dagher said. The W2 Ocean
Engineering Laboratory will test the strength
and seaworthiness of structures such as
boats; offshore wind, tidal and wave energy

facilities; aquaculture ventures; oil and gas
equipment and critical infrastructure such as
ports and bridges, Dagher said.

It will also be able to use models of coastal
cities - Dagher mentions possibilities like
Portland, Maine, and New York City - to simu-
late how they will be impacted by sea level
rise, he said.  That will help test potential pro-
tective measures for those cities, he said.

The facility is already attracting interest
from builders, as workers were testing a mod-
el of a facility that would harness energy from
waves. A half-dozen businesses have lined up
to use it over the next few weeks, Dagher said.

“We’re already getting calls from a lot of
wind energy folks. There’s no facility that can
do this right now,” said Anthony Viselli, the
manager of the facility and project manager
of its equipment’s construction.

Dozens of representatives from Maine
industry plan to attend Monday’s unveiling,
including Peter Vigue, chairman and CEO of
Cianbro Companies, which oversaw the con-
struction of the building.  He said the facility is
important for luring offshore business to
Maine. —AP

UMaine debuting ocean simulator 

to test sea-bound technology

SINGAPORE: Customers browse at Apple products at one of its authorised premium
resellers’ outlets on Monday, in Singapore. Apple will open its first retail store in
Singapore, which will also be Southeast Asia’s first to be powered solely by solar
energy, officials said Monday. — AP

NEW YORK: This Tuesday, Sept. 1, 2015, photo shows Samsung’s Gear S2 smartwatch during a
presentation in New York. Samsung smartwatches have improved tremendously. Instead of
swiping through screen after screen, you now rotate the watch’s circular outer ring to select
apps or view notifications. — AP


